
Our website  www.soliverltd.co.uk uses cookies.  By using our website and agreeing to this policy,  you 
consent to our use of cookies in accordance with the terms of this policy

1. This website  does not collect  any information automatically  beside those which are included in 
cookies

2. A web cookie, a commonly used data collection technology, is simply a piece of text which can be 
placed on the browser of a personal computer or mobile device of our site user and subsequently read 
as you visit a web site. Cookies usually contain the name of a website they come from, length  of 
time they are stored by end user and unique number

3. Cookies are used in order to: 

a) adapt the content of our websites to end user preferences and optimize their usage; cookies 
allow  to  identify   users  returning  to  a  website  in  order  to  display  our  site  accordingly 
customized to their needs;

b) create statistics which help to understand the users site usage habits in order to improve the 
structure and content of the site; 

c) retain the session of our website user

Our websites www.soliverltd.co.uk cookies may be one of the two types

4. Our websites www.soliverltd.co.uk cookies may be one of the two types: 
a)  session cookies which are stored on end user device until  logging out, leaving the website or 
turning off software (web browser);
b) persistent cookies consists text files stored on end user device until its set expiry date or  unless 
deleted by the user before the expiry date.

5. In many cases software used to browse internet sites (web browser) allows to store cookies on end 
user device by default. Our site users may change cookies settings at any time. Those settings may be 
changed in a way to refuse cookies acceptance by web browser configuration or to inform every time 
cookies has been stored on our user device. Detailed information regarding cookies are accessible 
under software (web browser) settings.

6. The website owner informs that blocking cookies may have a negative impact upon the usability of 
this website.

7. How  to  refuse  to  accept  cookies  in  web  brower?  Every  internet  user  may  customize  cookies 
acceptance level to his own preferences, also to block all cookies.  Blocking cookies will have a 
negative impact upon the usability of some services  of our website, especially those which require 
logging  in.  Refusing  cookies  may  cause  difficulties  using  our  internet  service,  especially  login 
function. Cookies refusal does not cause lack of possibility to read or watch our website content 
except the ones which require logging in. Mobile devices users (phone, smartphone, tablet) should 
get  acquainted  with  Privacy  policy  published  on  mobile  device  producer  website.  Settings  or 
blocking cookies information should be available on web browsers producers websites or you can 
adjust your cookies settings under "Help" tab  drop-down menu of the web browser. 

• Opera     
• Firefox    
• Chrome     
• Internet Explorer     
• Safari     
8. More information regarding cookies is included under "Help" menu of a web browser.

http://www.soliverltd.co.uk/
http://www.soliverltd.co.uk/
http://www.soliverltd.co.uk/
http://support.apple.com/kb/PH5042
http://windows.microsoft.com/pl-pl/windows7/block-enable-or-allow-cookies
http://support.google.com/chrome/bin/answer.py?hl=pl&answer=95647
http://support.mozilla.org/pl/kb/W%C5%82%C4%85czanie%20i%20wy%C5%82%C4%85czanie%20obs%C5%82ugi%20ciasteczek
http://help.opera.com/Windows/12.10/pl/cookies.html

